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how can you lose? The Sports
Bar is above and overlooks the
There's a place, right on primary Showcase rink as well
Campus, that has gut it all - en- as the main practice rink meantertainment, action, sports, ing that the view can't be beat.
GREAT food and a relaxing at- No cold air, loud obnoxious
mosphere that is hard to come tans, or anything of that sort
by in times such as ours. The makes it an ideal place to view
place is the Goal Post Grill; the action. Not only do these

commendable - they take great
care of their clients, the menu
and food is excellent, no doubt
about it, portions more than
healthy, and the drinks are better than most. Alcoholic as well
as non are available, obviously,
and their iced drinks are recommended in particular.
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Rochester's only TRUE live
sports action bar, located at the
ELS Sports Centre, directly
across from the Tennis courts on
our MCC Campus. If you're
looking for some place to go to
on a night out, this has everyCanyons & Counterparts
thing you're looking for. Live
Nazareth Arts
entertainment with NO COVER
every Friday and Saturday, from
Sports
15- 16 around 9:30 till daybreak, and
Men's Baseball Unity
there's 27 Satellite TV's that
catch all broadcasted games (all
Ides Of March Tourney
games are easily requestable just talk to your server!), a pool
Monroe Doctrine Student table, foosball, NTN Trivia,
Newspaper
darts, even a Mini-arcade for all
1000 E. Henrietta Rd. you gamers if you're not into the
Rochester, NY 14623 sports. As for the sports, lets put
it this way... with the
Knighthawks
(lacrosse),
Copyrighted 1999,
Amerks (hockey) AND Rhinos
All Rights Reverved
(soccer) ALL practicing there,

teams practice here, they also
hold exhibition games as well,
if you're looking for more competitive action. And THEN
there's the Specials! $2.00
Pints, $5.00 Pitchers of Molson
Canadian and/or Coors Light, as
well as 2 for 1 well drinks every
day. Also, running Sun through
Thurs, from 8 till 12, they've got
25 cent wings. And MCC students, with an ID, always receive 10% off of their purchase!
The management is planning on building a volleyball
court in the back of the establishment for this summer, also
viewable from the Bar, and has
plans for setting up basketball
and roller hockey leagues as
well for the season.
The service at the bar is

The Bar is open Mon Thurs @ 12 featuring Deli-type
sandwiches and soups and the
full kitchen is open Fri - Sun @
11 for lunch and dinner until 2
AM.
Catering is also available
for groups ranging from 20 - 200
people, with low rates and the
bar will work with the ESL to
set up skating packages along
with the event.
The location can't be beat,
and the food is completely superior to what can be found in
the Forum or the Terrace, and
who wouldn't want some live
entertainment in between blocks
of commotion on a hectic day?!
Give it a try; you'll be more than
impressed.

Did You
Know?...

Friday,
April
th
30 , is
the last
day to
withdraw
from an
individual
course
with a
grade of

965-1999
36J&
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Stop Touching Me
by David Bidleman.
Staff Writer

Sexual harassment is an issue that
plagues schools, offices and just about
every facet of human life. According to
an information guide compiled by MCC,
sexual harassment is a form of discrimination, based on sex. The harasser treats
a member or members of one sex differently from members of tbeother sex, or
engages in conduct that is based on the
difference in sex.
MCC has a "no tolerance'
on sexual harassment. Leah Dyer of
campus safety suggests that any student,
who feels they have a problem, should
seek assistance from Dyer's office, or
should simply go to a faculty member
whom they trust. It is a good idea to
have a report filled out in case the situation worsens or takes on a new level. If
a report is filed with campus safety, it
can be kept confidential.
Students need to exercise extreme
caution, when it comes to sexual matters. You might be surprised at the things
which are construed as sexual harass-

ment. Here are a few situations to avoid:
persistent requests for a date, unwelcome
requests for sexual favors or acts, unwelcome physical contact, unwelcome visual
contact such as staring, demeaning or
vulgar comments. The list goes on and
on. Students should be especially aware
of asking persistently someone for a date,
and initiating unwelcome physical contact. If you do not get a date after a couple !
of tries, chances are the specific person
yoi} are asking outdoes not have any interest in you; so give up. Students also
eed to use some tact, when it comes to
"friendly touching." Don't start getting
touchy-feely unless you know the other
person is okay with it. Be careful of the
flirtatious stare. If your steamy glance is
not returned with a similar gesture, you
may be crossing the border into the land
of sexual harassment.
The best way to stop sexual harassment is to rectify the situation before it
gets out of hand. Make it clear to the offender that you will not tolerate his or
her behavior, and if it does not stop, you
will take action with the authorities. Nine
times out of ten this will solve the prob-

lem, before it goes too far.
A copy of Sexual Harassment: A
Guide for Students. Faculty and Staff
may be obtained from campus safety.
This brochure outlines more details about
harassment and who to seek for help.
Keep your eyes open for more information coming up the week of April 12-16.
This is Sexual Offense Awareness Week,
and MCC will host several events to increase students appreciation of sex-related crimes. Topics such as date rape,
sexual assault, and sexual harassment
will be examined. Students are encouraged to get involved with the "workshops. " The date was conveniently set
before spring break since many offenses
occur during this week of extremes.
Remember to be conscious of the
message you send out to other people.
Be aware that some jokes may go too far,
and some people are much more sensitive than other. Most importantly, do not
step over the line, when you are not sure
how someone will react. You may find
yourself in serious trouble.

Spring Break is Just Around
the Corner
by Lillie Langlois,
Staff Writer

Many students are getting spring
fever from the warm weather as well as
the up-coming week vacation. Some students have already made elaborate plans.
Parents will be able to spend time with
their children because all public schools
have the same break. It is a great time of
year to have some extra time to enjoy
the weather and the season. To find out
what students were going to do this vacation, we asked some of them about
their plans.
Several of the students questioned
about their plans said they were going
south to the hot climates of Florida or
even the islands. Andrea Danley said she
got a great rate from the AAA. A trip to
Cancun for flight and hotel stay for seven

nights was no more that
$600. There are some
very nice deals set up for
students traveling during
spring break. These trips
are best to be planned in
advance because they fill
up fast. Students also said
they were going home to
neighboring states to visit
their families. Jason
Ching is planning to
travel to see the Kentucky
Derby, others have trips to Toronto, musicals in NYC and for adventures in the
Adirondack Mountains.
Not everyone has the luxury of
time and money to go to these far away
places. The majority of students said that
they had plans to do nothing at all or to

work extra hours. There were a few that
had some ambitious plans for the vacation though. Susan Thornberg is going
to build a fence around her yard for her
daughter, as well as build a small deck.
Lots of students have great desires to be
outdoors, roller blading or gardening.
David Chan is
planning to take
his motorcycle out
around the city. It
is going to be a relief to get some
time off from
school to relax,
catch up on work
and enjoy themselves.

Recycle,
Recycling,
Recycled,
by U.S. Mr('i%t]

staffyUm
The familiar scent of sunshinedar
and concrete, burning flesh on hot grills,
the explosive mix of dashboards and seat
covers bursting out an opened cur door)
brings with it a gentle reminder that j
countdown to destruction is happening
in our town. Greenhouse effect. The suggestive fabric of a clinging sundressand
the impressive bulge of biceps shouldn't
make us forget this ecological disastet
"But isn't it time to roll down the win*
dow, turn up the radio too loud, and it
lax" you ask? Well, no. Indifference
is infective. Becoming heroic during
a crisis is noble, but better to be constant and watchful.
There has been enough talk of
global warming and ozone depletion
to inspire everyone to turn deaf ears,
but this is something simpler. Recycle.
A movement is forming among serious minded students who wish to
bring about a permanent change on
this campus. Recycle. We will gather
around the rallying cry of...Recycle,
If you are not with us then you are
...not with us. Recycle. It means donating time and energy in the hope of
changing the attitudes of other students. Recycle.
Bins to collect glass, plastic, j
and newspaper can be set up at all the
areas now selling those products. Simply recycle. Don't throw it out, it's not
waste. Due to the constant turnover
of students, other programs have been
ineffective. MCC's changing campus
population means instituting an enduring system of accountability by thestu-i
dents for the students. Helping each other
understand the necessity to conserve,reuse, and recycle.
The funding is already available
for the bins and by generating a greater
awareness (through the posting of signs,
student circulation, campus education,
etc.) we will change the world (at least
our perception of it).
To bloom there must be buds; to
bud there must be seeds, and to seed there
must have been some need, for flowers,'
Don't let the fruit of decay spread. Be
merciful and sacrifice some hours. Re-!
cycle.

Contact me at:
• • smokvmoan-@hotmail.coni
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Go for the MS Walk!

by Hamilton Cochran,
Staff Writer

Rain or Shine:I
by Mari/ui Dobreva,
Staff Writer

Two MCC professors, Paul
D'Alessandris, Associate Professor of
Physics, and Barbara Etzel, Instructor of
Psychology, are putting together teams
of volunteers to participate in the MS
walk. What is the MS Walk? A walk,
organized by the National MS Society,
that aims to motivate people to pledge
and collect crucial funds for local services and national MS research. What
is MS? MS stands for Multiple Sclerosis, which is an unpredictable neurological disease that has affected the lives of
over I (),()()() New Yorkers and more than
a third of a million Americans nationwide. So, lace up your sneakers, and sign
up with more than 5,000 other MS Walk

Barbara Etzel, Instructor of
Psychology

MCC's Baja Car
Racing Team

25 MCC students are currently developing a mini Baja vehicle to race in a
walk even if you don't like Physics!" competition at Kenworthy's Motor
Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is a chronic,
•iften disabling disease of the central nervous Barb answers in return: "I am gonna win Cross Park in Ohio this summer.
system. Symptoms may be as mild as numb- hands down!" Of course, behind their
The competition, held every year,
less in the limbs, and as significant as pa- playful competitiveness lies a genuine is sponsored by the Society of Automo•alysis or loss of vision. Most people with desire to help raise funds for a noble tive Engineers. It is only the second time
MS are first diagnosed between the age of 20 cause. Whoever "wins," an informal in the history of the SAE competition that
and 40. Because the symptoms of MS can be party will be organized to reward the eaa 2-year college has entered the race. The
subtle, many people with it are often initially ger willingness for contribution of all
100 competitors, composed of schools
unaware of their condition. Specific sympMCC volunteers.
like
RIT, generally have more technotoms of the disease are difficult to predict an
To
receive
further
information
on
logical
resources than most 2-year colvary from person to person. The cause of MS
is unknown, and there is no cure discovered. the MS Walk, or to sign up, please con- leges. However, with the help of MCC's
tact Paul D'Alessandris, Physics Depart- Applied Tech Center, MCC will be able
Treatments that slow down the disease an
ment, at 292-2490, or Barbara Etzel, to build a baja vehicle.
currently available, however.
Psychology Department, at 292-3311.
"We know we might not come in
You may also call the National Multiple first, we might not even finish the race at
Participants for the largest Walk in
Sclerosis Society, directly at 271-0801. all, but if we can just show up and comBinghamton, Syracuse, and Rochester!
You can sign up as late as the day of the pete with the 4-year schools, that's a big
The MS Walk is a fun way to join Walk, which is Sunday, April 18, 1999.
accomplishment in itself," said Michael
thousands across the nation and make a Volunteers are more than welcome to
Albee, advisor for the Engineering Club
big difference. The pledges raised will invite friends and/or relatives to particiand Mini Baja Design Team Captain.
go toward research for a cure as well pate in the MS Walk with them.
The cjir itself is currently under
as much-needed programs enhancconstruction at MCC's Applied Tech cening the quality of life for people
ter on West Henrietta Road; The official
with MS and their families in the
SAE rules state that the car must be built
community. The Walk has been
from scratch and must be capable of
designed to show beautiful scen.transporting a person who is 6' 2" tall and
ery (rain or shine!), to provide free
21 0 pounds. The team has already mafood, beverages and opportunities
chined their own seat, engine mounts?
to earn terrific prizes! The MS
and washers. The engine, an 8 horse
Walk is not only for walkers; you
power Briggs and Stratum, is provided
can also volunteer to help run regby the SAE. Teams are also expected to
istration, host a rest stop, drive a
do a design report, a cost report, and a
support vehicle and lots more.
safety report-just like real engineers
Paul D'Alessandris and Barwould do.
bara Etzel (they are, by the way, a
There is one problem, however.
married couple) are informally
Despite generous contributions from
competing to see who will put tosponsors like Bausch and Lamb and Trigether a bigger volunteer group for
dent Precision Tool and Die, the MCC
the MS Walk. So far, Barb is ahead
Mini Baja Team is still in need of finanwith more than two dozen. Paul
cial support for the competition on June
pleads: "Please, volunteer to walk
3rd. Any contributions would be greatly
with the Physics Team! You can
appreciated. For more information conPaul D'Alessandris, Associate Professor
tact Michael Albee at albecroc@aol.com.
of Physics
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NEWS
The

Blotter
Report
Harassment
3/24/99 - 8:00 AM
A student was followed in the hallways
by an unknown person who was later
identified. No Prosecution was requested.
3/25/99- 3:41 P.M.. A student reports
that he is being followed on campus.

3/29/99-

11:19 AM

A student slapped another in the face.

Grand Larceny 4th/
Criminal Mischief
3/23/99- 10:18 A.M.
A students unattended purse was taken
from the Terrace.
3/29/99,-3:15 PM
A student parked in Lot J and returned to
find unknown person(s) had broken into
his vehicle.
3/29/99-4:18PM
A student's vehicle was broken into in
Lot Ml.

Petit Larceny/
Criminal Mischief
3/23/99- 10:18A.M.
A victims metal clipboard and drawing
instruments were taken Bldg. 9-251
where victim was working.
3/29/99 - 9:53 PM
A student's vehicle was broken into in
LotJ.

TEACHING ASSISTANT JOB
Apply now Global Village
Montessori School. Exp. with
preschool aged children required!
Must have own transportation.
Call 256-1190. Good wages if
qualified applicant only.

Criminal
Possession of a
Forged Instrument
3rd Investigation
3/24/99 - 2:20 PM
A stolen Payroll check was altered and
cashed at VVegman's Federal Credit
Union.

Criminal Mischief
4th
3/19/99- 12:41 PM
A student's vehicle was damaged
when persons unknown broke
into his vehicle.
3/19/99- 2:21 PM
Unknown persons damaged a wall
and mirror in Bldg. 3-300

WMCC Auctions DJ's
To Highest Bidder!
Thank you for your interest in
our DJ auction. Here is an explanation
of this event and what it means to you.
WMCC is a student funded club
at Monroe Community College. It is
our job to raise money to accomplish
the different projects that we set before ourselves each semester. One of
the ways that we have come up with
to do that is the DJ auction.
What this event entails is basically the auctioning off of a Disc
Jockey for a date to the highest bidder. The DJ then goes on the date with
his/her successful "purchaser". Thanks
to the generous support of sponsors
such as yourself, hopefully, all of the
proceeds can directly benefit WMCC.
This year the auction is going to
be held during the School's annual
Spring Fling event. This is an all day
party in the campus courtyard that
draws and average of 4,000 students.
It's this environment that will make
our DJ auction a success. Wednesday
May 5 is the day for this year's Spring
Fling.

Starting immediately and pro
ceeding up to the day of the event we
will be advertising the Auction on an
hourly basis. There will also be prim
advertisement as well as an ad in the
School newspaper. (Distribution of
15,000) Fach sponsor that provides a
good or service for us will be featured
in the airtime spots as well as the prim
ads. They will also be listed as the
sponsor of the date for each DJ that
they sponsor.
1 hope that you can help us
make this one of the greatest
fundraisers that we have ever taken
upon ourselves to do. Please join us
in our success.
Sincerely,
Nathan Welton
Program Director
wmcc

1000 East Henrietta Rd.
Rochester, New York 14623 - 7
292-2547 - Fax: 716-292-5059

Watch for future stories in THE
MONROE DOCTRINE on the Silent
Witness Page and how you can ....

Take A bite out of Crime!
RRRRuuuFF!
Crime Bites, Bite Back!
The MCC Public Safety Department reports that
several vehicles have been broken into in parking lots
on the Brighton campus at Monroe Community College.
The thefts are random in nature and appear to be
crimes of opportunity, with the suspect involved walking through the lots until he sees what he is looking
for.
The suspect is reported to be operating a 1980's
2-door Chevrolet S-10 Silver/Blue Blazer. The suspect was wearing a white knit hat, 3/4 length dark coat,
and a light colored shirt and pants.
It is important to remember that if you have to
leave valuable property in your vehicle, place it in the
trunk and out of view.
If you see suspicious activity, contact Public
Safety at ext. 2911. You can also report incidents via
the Public Safety Silent Witness Home Page on the
Internet, [from WWW.MONROECC.EDU, use the AZ index to locate Public Safety Services, Brighton
Campus]

The Monroe Doctrine will take
your classified ad FREE for the
month of April! WHY be alone
this summer? Find someone
who's just right for you...
right at school!
It's Spring and Love is in the air!
Pick up your application for a
free classified ad at the
Monroe Doctrine.
Free ad offer for students only. All ads will be copy edited and
will be run at the discretion of the editorial staff at the Monroe
Doctrine. No phone calls please. Please limit ads to
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APRIL 1999 at DAMON CITY CAMPUS
MONDAY
STUDENTS:
Do you have a problem, concern, or
issue - academic or social - you would
like to discuss with a peer?
Stop by the Advisement Center (4-i39i
TUESDAYS & THURSDAYS, 12:30-1:30.
PEER MENTORS are THERE FOR YOU!!!

M O V I E

5

Movie: 12:00
4'1' I loor IV RCWITI

Advisement Center
•i-139, 11:00-2:00
of the week
Josephine Baker
The difference between
e.g. and I.e.
e.g. is the abbreviated form
of the Latin term exttmpli
gratia, which means "for
instance" or "for example"
When providing an example
to back up a point you arc
trying to make, use e.g.

TUESDAY

SIR - Students In Recovery
Meetings are every Tuesday,
12:30-1:311, 4-033

Future Educators Club
mtg. 1230-130,4-154
Dr. Suzzette Robinson:
Young Mothers A.- Birth
Control,! 2:30-1:30,
4"'Floor TV Room

6

WEDNESDAY
Need help doing your
RESUME? Stop by Student
Services Center on 5" floor
- pick up a free guide or
make appointment with
career counselor

Workshop: Financial Aid 101
r
12:30-130,5* Floor
Student Parliament
Student Services
meeting, 2:1f5-j, 4-tW
Workshop; Essential
Communication SkHls
for the College Student
Advisement Center
12:30-1:30, 5* Floor
4-139,11KX)-2;00
STUDENT PARLIAMENT
Student Services
ELECTIONS
Service Board
meeting, 12.30-2,
Student Parliament
4-008
meeting, 2:15-4,4-139

12

13

19

20

i.e. is the shortened version
of the Latin :d etl, which
means "that is to say" or
"in other words''

1

M C C / U r b a n league
Job fair, 10:00-2:00

2

PHI
THETA
KAPPA
Damon
Office

Advisement Center
4-139,2:00- 5:00
Service Board •
meeting, 12:30-2,
4-008

Movie: 2:00
4th Floor TV Room
Electronic Learning Center Women Of Success,
12:3U-1-3O, 4 " Floor TV Room
(located inside Library)
Health, Human Services
computers
has
& Criminal Justice
d printers for
and
Recruitment, 4:00-6:00
student use
Advisement Center
4-139,2.00-5:0;)
Movie 3:00
4* Floor TV Room

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

8

15

T h e Future Is Me?"
Take Our Daughters To
Work Day, celebrated it..
MCC a week early due to
spring recess
Advisement Center
4-139,2:00-5c00
EARTH DAY

21

4-24"

9

Damon
FITNESS CENTER
Open Hours
for students/faculty/staff
MON/WED* 12-1:30 4 3-7
TUES/THURS* 12:30-5
FRI- 11-1 4 2-4:30

Movie: 1:00
4* Floor TV Room

Looking for a JOB?
Stop by Student Services
Center on 5" floor Job Bank has part-tone
& full-time listings

16

"What is a vision?
It is a compelling image
of MI achievable future."
~Laura Btnnm Fortgmg

"Always be a first-rate

Room '1-249
Info on wide variety
of health topics

version of yourself,
instead of a second-rate
version of somebody else"
-Judy Garland

23

FITNESS CENTER OPEN THIS WEEK:
TUES IWED / T H U R S 10:<XN :0il

If you're attempting to clarify
or rephrase an idea, use i.e.
Movie: 12:iX)
_4th floor TV Room
Advisement Center
4 139, 11:tK)-2:i>;}
of the week
Schindler's Li;"'
A4
CC

|! ||j| Student Parliament
meeting, 2: IS-1, 4-13V

MONROE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
DAMON CITY CAMPUS

Movie. 12.30
4" Floor TV Room

28

Movie: 3:IH.I

4* Floor TV Room

Advisement Center
4-139. 9;IJO-12:OU
Service Board
meeting, 12:30*2,
4-0OS
ENGAGING ANEW GENERATION OF LEADERS!

29

Movie: 12:30
4* Floor TV Room

The Dating Came,
1230-1:30,
4'1" Ftoof TV Room

30

Movie. hIK)
4th Ftoor TV Room

www.monroecc.edu

Advisemcni Center
4-139, 2;0(K5:OO

easy & helpful information

SPONSORED BY DAMON CITY CAMPUS
• Student Association • Campus Center * Student Services Center
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Eyes for the Blind
by Dan Fogx.
Staff Writer

Everyone knows what a seeing eye
dog is—a dog, trained to see for those
who can't, to guide the blind or visually
impaired across streets, around parking
lots, up flights of
stairs. The more generic title, service
dog, identifies similar
animals, who help
people with other disabilities. These aides,
companions, and
friends can open
doors, pick up fallen
objects, even flip a
light switch.
For many, these
animals make the
dream of independence possible. This is important to all
people - independence. We all expect to
one day live on our own, fend for ourselves. For those with a physical challenge, independence can often seem unattainable. To succeed, we need help
wherever we go.
Most restaurants, schools, museums, and other public places don't allow
pets. Service dogs aren't pets; they are
aides. The American Disabilities Association has argued this point and won. A
service dog is an extension of the person
they are trained to help. There is nowhere
these animals can't go. Many people are
deacl-set against this law. Dogs are not
sanitary; people don't want them in restaurants. Dogs bark, make noise; people
don't want them in schools and libraries.

A dog could get away from its owner,
knock something over, break something;
people don't want them in museums.
People need to understand that
these dogs are not pets. They are trained
from birth to behave in public, to obey
their owner. The don't bark, they don't
knock things over,
they do'n't break
things. If that training isn't enough to
make you feel comfortable,
quite
frankly, that's too
bad.
A service dog
is not a pet; it is a necessity.
Monroe
Community College
understands this. The
College does not
make a fuss when one
of the disabled students here decides to
bring in their aide. At least two students
bring service dogs to school with them
on a regular basis. Last week there was
a third.
By law, these animals are allowed
in every restaurant, every school, every
library and museum. By law, there is
nowhere they can't go. A disabled person should not feel the need to thank
people for obeying this law. Unfortunately, many people don't obey it.
For a disabled person, independence is a wonderful gift. To achieve
independence is to fulfill a dream. On
behalf of all the disabled students here,
thank you, MCC. Thank you for helping us fulfill our dream.

ATTENTION!
THE BLACK STUDENT
ASSOCIATION IS HOLDING AN
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS ARE
OPEN:
Vice-President, Educational Coordinator
and Treasurer
AH Are Invited
Meetings are every Thursday (room 6325) and Friday (room 11-304) at from 12
tol

The Downside of Success
by Dan Fogg

Staff Writer

Two weeks ago, on March 24th,
the College held a job fair in the Student
Center at the Brighton campus. This isn't
something new, MCC holds numerous
job fairs, college fairs, and other events
throughout the year. Most of these are
considered quite successful, many people
stop by to get information. Many, many
people.
The recent job fair stretched from
the Brick Lounge almost to Building 11.
The halls were filled with tables. An aisle
was left open, of course, for people to
walk by. An aisle wide enough for three
people - one at each of the tables and a

single-file line of passersby. Single-file.
It makes for slow going, but it can be
dealt with. It can be dealt with, so long
as this single-file space is left clear, so
long as this single-file line can be kept
moving. Leaving the space open, keeping the line moving, can prove to be difficult at best.
The Student Center is a very heavy
traffic area. People are moving in both
directions, it is often crowded under normal circumstances. It is quite a feat to
keep a single-file line moving in two directions at once. Impossible, unless you
have some sort of phasing ability that
allows people to pass through one another. Most of all, to keep a line moving
there must be someplace for it to move

to. More than one person will want to
be at a table at one time. This means
that the lines from the tables extend out
into the path of the passersby. This is
not a small problem.
Patience is a rare virtue, especially
among busy college students. Some
people even resorted to violently pushing fellow students out of their way after
standing immobile for several minutes.
It is a situation that must be rectified in
the future.
That's easy to say, but how can it
be done? The obvious answer would be
to move the events to a larger area. On a
warm day they could be held outside.
This brings other problems - rain, sudden drops in temperature, strong gusts of

wind - but it's a thought. Another, less i
problematic solution would be to tem- .]
porarily move the couches out of the carpeted area just past the Brick Lounge.
This is where the major traffic jams occur, and nobody tries to sit and relax with
the noise of the fair.
There must be other ways to solve
this problem, as well. A short brainstorming session could turn up a veritable
mountain of solutions. No matter what
is done to fix it, the College must think
of something before its next event. The
current setup not only inconveniences
students, it jeopardizes their safety.
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Step Into the Light
by Dan Fogg,
Staff Writer

Since the first computer was built
in 1935, the industry has rocketed forward at a back-breaking speed. The goal
has been for smaller size and faster work.
The desktop brought computers into the
home. The laptop put them on airplanes
and in cars. Recently introduced, the
palmtop has taken these versatile machines on elevators, into restaurants, and
even out for a jog.
There are approximately 1(X) million households in America. 60 million
of these own cable television. That's
[60%. The number of homes with a personal computer is expected to surpass 60
million by the end of the year. Many of
these homes are equipped with two.

three, or even more PCs.
To bring it closer to home, most
professors here at MCC require papers
to be computer printouts. Some allow
you to hand in reports by email. Yet
many people still have not taken the time
to familiarize themselves with the machines that are and will continue to be
such an important part of our lives.
There are posters up on the bulletin boards, advertising an hour long class,
teaching you how to view your records
or register for classes online. An hour is
being devoted to this, a full hour. Let's
take a look at the curriculum. Connect
to the Internet. If you do not know how
to do this, stop now. Call TESS and register by phone or make an appointment
with your advisor, because you will not
make it through the process if you can-

Are You Worth It?
happiness usually keep getting in their
own way and sabotaging themselves. If
you believe you are a "sinner" or are carLast week we talked about beliefs. rying guilt around for any reason you are
We talked about how you can catch a cold probably "blocking your blessings." My
ifyou believe you will. That's just a small Reiki Master taught me that "guilt finds
example of how we manifest our beliefs its own punishment." So, if you don't
in our everyday lives. Have you ever believe you are "worth it"... you will be
asked yourself if you believe you deserve
sub-consciously sabotaging
happiness in this life? Do
yourself. That's deep huh?
you believe you are a sinIt's true though. That's why
ner? Writing these quesit's so important to believe in
tions down on paper and
yourself and to love yourself.
answering them on paper
In some traditional re[if you are interested in
ligions we are taught that we
understanding your beare "sinners." I don't believe
lief systems) will give
it! Yes, we make mistakes.
you a lot of insight into
God knows we are learning.
yourself and if you beHe made us and he knows all
ieve you are "worth it."
about us. We all have our lesIf you believe you
sons in life, our mountains to
deserve happiness, you
climb, so to speak. If he took
will have it. If you don't.
our lessons away, we
lou won't. That's how
wouldn't learn what we
strongly your beliefs afcame here for. So he won't
fectyour life. People who
take our mountains away
don't believe they deserve
until we get the lesson.
by Rev. Genna Miller R.M..
Staff Writer

We are seeking writers
m w9^ A of all caliber! Please
^ ^ • see Lisa Carino at the
AA
1 Monroe Doctrine
flB
f I in bldg 3, i in. 109.

not get this far.
Once connected, go to MCC's web
site - http://www.monroecc.edu. There
is a link called "Student Records." Click
on it. At the bottom of that page is another link. After clicking that,
yo"u will need to enter your
social security number and
PIN number—your six digit
birthdate, if this is you first
time to the page. Enter your
PIN once again, for security purposes.
Once inside, just follow the links; they're
pretty straightforward: Financial Menu,
Academic Menu, Registration Menu. All
you need is the ability to read and a rudimentary knowledge of the Internet. You
have just saved an hour of your time.
It is amazing that people wouldn't
be able to figure this out on their own.
While we are learning the lesson he
guides us, protects us, holds us, and
sometimes carries us. He loves us, he
forgives us. We are his children. YOU
ARE A CHILD OF GOD AND HE
LOVES YOU AND HE FORGIVES
YOU! Again, this is another one of my
beliefs, "Jesus died for our sins. So that
means we are forgiven." I know everyone doesn't believe in Jesus, but whatever you call God, or even if you don't
give your Higher Power a name, you still
have a Higher Self...and that Higher Self
has forgiven you. All that is left is for

You can bank online, shop online, keep
in touch with friends and family online.
"What's your email address?" is becoming more common than "Can I have your
phone number?" Still, the word email is
foreign to some people. ISPs,
operating system, meg, gig,
RAM. These are the words of
the computer world. If you
don't know them, it's time to
learn. The Y2K crisis is the
fear that at the turn of the millennium
computers will shut down, and we will
all be lost.
That is how important computers
are.So sit down for a minute and bask in
the phosphorescent glow of a monitor.
Step into the light, step into the present.
Prepare yourself to step into the future,
it's going to continue to be a wild ride.

n

you to forgive yourself.
God never said we are sinners, man
did. So don't believe it unless you choose
to. Sometimes it is hard to change conditioning and programming. People have
been programmed since before the 15th
century that we are sinners. Maybe that's
some of the reason that the .Church is
being challenged right now. It's almost
the year 2000. Everything is changing.
Are you changing with the timCs? That's
a lot to think about...if you have any comments let me know at the Monroe Doctrine. Have a Blessed Week!

Broadening the Search
by Dan Fogg,
Staff Writer

Research paper. It's the two-word
combination that produces a unified
groan from every person in a room. It
can make you immediately want to drop
a class, give you a deep-seated hatred of
a professor, will be the cause of your
stress for weeks to
come. Nobody likes
research; it's tedious,
it's nerve-racking, it's
just plain not fun.
So you agonize
over this paper for five
and a half of the six
weeks you've been
given to write it. With
just days to go, you
buck up and make your
way to the Leroy V.
Good Library here at
MCC. First stop; card catalogue. It's
computerized! That should make your
job easy. Should.
You sidle up to the computer and
type your topic into the search field, heart
disease. In just seconds the screen is lit
up with probable matches. Glorious!
What a beautiful, wonderful machine!
Then you look closer. What's this?
There are more than a hundred matches,
almost two hundred in fact. Research

isn't hard enough? Now you have to sift
through two hundred titles to find the one
or two gems you can actually use? Who's
idea was this'.'
Fine. No time to fret now, your
deadline is just days away. So you start
checking titles. Here's one - Living with
Heart Disease in the Twentieth Century.
You click on it, read the summary. Perfect, exactly what
you're looking for.
What's this say at the
sottom? It can be found
it the Ogden Public Library. It's not here?
Then why is it in your
>earch?
This is the way it
is with all topics. Out
of
two
hundred
matches, ten, maybe fifteen will be at the Leroy
V. Good Library. Why?
Because it broadens your search, gives
you more choices? It's research, you
don't want choices. You want information. You want facts. You don't want to
have to drive to Ogden or Greece or
Pittsford to get what you need.
Next time you have to do a research paper, Vou may want to think
twice about going to the Leroy V. Good
Library. When it comes to speed and ease
of use, the Internet might be a better bet.
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Letters To The Editor
The article printed in the Monroe
Doctrine regarding ELC problems with
computer crashes stated the case of the
ELC quite well. (Despite there being 90
IBM computers and no EBM'S, at least,
none that I can see.) But then, in a drastic shift in editorial opinion, there is an
ad below the piece calling for students
to sign a petition to the administration
calling for action for ELC improvement:
"Something must be done... and this will
help."
I later read the petition and, in my
very-educated-on-the-matter opinion, I
can say one thing: "Like hell it will. "
The petition talked of the crashes
and signs warning students to '"use computers at [their] own risk," and "Save frequently to disk" as promoting a feeling
of insecurity in the students. So what?
It's just a good idea. "Save Frequently"
is a mantra they teach in every computer
class around the world, but some students
would never do this unless they are made

ELC Has Problems.
Petition Has No Answers.
aware of the dangers in strong language.
I've seen some do hours of work without ever thinking about bringing a disk.
That's just ignorant.
If you ever owned a*n IBM running
Microsoft Windows for any length of
time, you'd be aware of how fragile the
operating system is. Programs crash all
the time. Installing new software or hardware sometimes causes "allocation of
resource" errors. More times than not, the
computer crashes so completely within
the first four months that the whole thing
needs to be sent back to the factory (This
has happened to 9 out of the 14 IBM
owners I know.*) All this trouble with
one computer! Now, times that by 90, add
network servers, LAN lines, 350 pro-

grams and a few students who are physically abusive to the equipment, and you'll
begin to wonder how any of the computers even boot up.
The petition only addresses the
things that are outside of the ELC's control. It might as well be a call for the ELC
to put an end to whaling in the Arctic
Circle. It should really be addressed to
Microsoft to make better programs (and
the maker of Diet Analysis, the most
unintuitive, poorly designed program

Cans
Par

available and more buggy than horsedrawn transportation.) Be warned,they
probably receive at least 10,000* letters
an hour complaining about the exact
same thing.
Maybe the petitioner needs togain
a little more understanding of what the
problems really are before getting into
an activist fervor. The ELC has many
serious problems, technical and procedural — many that can be fixed— bJ
the petition doesn't address any that can
be changed in our local sphere. Itwjl
not help.
*This figure is hyperbole.

-James Seti

and

Letter to the Editor

WEDNESDA Y, APRIL 7th
WI10:

ALL CURRBNTLY REGISTERED
STUDENTS

WHERE:Bklg 11 Room 111
TIME:'

12:00 - 12:45 (COLLEGE HOUR)

LEARN HOW TO VIEW YOUR GRADES, TRANSCRIPT, TUITION
BILL, CURRENT SCHEDULE AND MORE!!
LEARN TO REGISTER YOURSELF OR MAKE CHANGES IN
YOUR SCHEDULE FOR THE FALL SEMESTER!

LIMITED SEATING IS AVAILABLE
FIRST COME - FIRST SERVED

I read the article in last weeks paper about Dan the Can Man, and I just
had to write a response. I've seen Dan
around school, quietly doing his thing,
collecting and recycling items that we so
casually and irresponsibly toss away. He
is providing a service for himself and for
an institution that is usually very socially
conscious.
In this "free"' country we live in,
we.are allowed to make certain choices
for ourselves. Dan has not crossed 'any
legal boundaries, but apparently he has
crossed some people's 'decency' boundaries. It would help, I think, if those
people that were anointed by whatever
higher authority is applicable to be our
'moral police' were to wear a badge or
something, letting the rest of us know
that, "Yes, I have been allowed to judge
you." Who am I to judge what someone
else needs to do to get his or her real
needs met? What Dan chooses to do is
not a choice I need to make today, and
when I see him, or others like him, I respect their willingness to do an honest
days labor. Who knows how many hundreds of pounds of recyclable aluminum
this man is single-handedly responsible
for saving from the landfills? It's a lot
more than I have done.
Too many people are too quick to
point the finger or to look down their
noses at those of our fellow men and
women who's situations are not up to our
standards. We want to adjust and arrange
the world so that it is comfortable for us,
and that tends to make us see a world

with a lot of things wrong in it. Instead
we could adjust our attitudes to fit tM
world as the Universal Spirit has maM
it. See the beauty, and be grateful ifoiB
situation has made it possible for ustj
get through the day in relative consoid
As long as I'm on the subjected
things that disgust, here's a couple oj
things that disgust me. I wish peopld
would have a little more respect for thai
immediate surroundings. Too mail
times have I seen garbage left around*
the lounge areas, crumbs and wrapping!
left for someone else to take care of.
Many times, just a couple of steps froJ
a garbage can! And the smoking areas
too. I've seen people, leaning up againa
an ash can. flick their butts on the gruuni
They look sooo cool. The men's rest
rooms are also areas that people prad
tice a reckless disregard for those wh|
come after them, not to mention those
who have to clean up.
And as long as I am mentioninl
them, I would like to offer a hearty thankl
to the building maintenance staff. Eveil
morning when 1 come to school, theca
pets are clean, the tables wiped off, tU
bathrooms are ready for another day. Ml
hat is off to you all. And the Mondajj
after the big storm at the beginning <•
March, all the parking lots and campul
road were plowed, and all the sidewalk!
were shoveled. I appreciated it, althoua
another day off wouldn't have been a
bad deal, either. But they got thejoj
done. Thanks.
-David Mongeau 1
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Pregnant? H E L P W A N T E D
We Can Help!
Free&Confidential Services
« Pregnancy Testing
+ Material Aid

• Referrals & More
Call us at 865-0360 to schedule an
appointment
•Two Offices*
Lake Ave

East Rochester

Problem Pregnancy Help Center

DRIVERS
& In-store Personnel
$8-$12/HOUR
FUN, FRIENDLY WORK
PLACE

J. CREW
WAREHOUSE SALE
APRIL 14-18
FORMER CALDORS
IN
STAPLES PLAZA
1180 JEFFERSON ROADMOTIVATED WORKERS
NEEDED
AM/PM SHIFTS AVAILABLE
$25.00 PER 4 HOUR SHIFT

CALL: 732-974-3443

FLEXIBLE SCHIDULE
ALL POSITIONS ARE
PAID MONTHLY
BONUS $ $
• FAS? ADVANCEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

Better People.
Belter Opportunities.

• 4 0 I K Plan

PERINTON, FAIRPORT &
BUSHNELLS BASIN
Perinton Square Mali
223-5OOO

CULVER RD.
AT E. MAIN ST.
Serving zip codes 14407
& portions of 14409/ 1461

288-7272 (PAPA]

GREECE IEASTSIDE)
Maiden Lane at Mt. Road
8657OOO

PENFIELD/E ROCHESTER
&. N. PlTTSFORD
785 Fairport1 Road

WANTED: Individuals to work as Gallery
Assistants. No Pay, but Lots of Prestige!

383-6000
GREECE |WESTSIDE|
2670 W . Ridge Rd.
Lonestar !

227*5555

473*7000

IRONDEQUOIT
Culver Ridge Plaza

WEBSTER/N. PENFIELD
2186 Empire Blvd.

467-SOOO

Hours Needed: 1 0 - 5 p.m.
Mon,Wed,Thurs, Fri

MT.HOPE/ BRIGHTON
1754 Mt.HopeAve.

HENRIETTA
Suburban

Plaza

321.1100
(My 311-1150)

A GREAT volunteer experience
for your resume!

787-3333
Cotact

Kathy Farrell
Gallery Dircccor @ 292-3121
or email: kfarrell@zodiac.monroecc.edu
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the Dept of Ant, His, Pol.Sci.,& Sociology

presents a

Forum on

KOSOVO: THE
TRIPLE CRISES
PREREQUISITE: ADRENALINE
Drive. Intensity. Those aren't
words you're likely to see in many
course requirements, Then again
Army ROTC is unlike any other
elective, It'ss hands-on excite
ment. ROTC will challenge you
mentally and physically
through intense leadership
training. Training that builds

your character, confidence a n d
decision making skills. Again,
words other courses seldom use.
But they're the credits you need to
succeed in life. ROTC is open to
freshmen and s o p h m o r e s with-

oui obligation and requires
aboutfivehoursperweek.Reg-

Panelists include:
MCC Faculty
Representative of the Red Cross
MCC students from the Balkans

ister this termforArmy ROTC.

Wednesday,April 7
12-1 pm, rm 5-100

ARMYROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOUCANTAKE
For details, call Army ROTC at (716) 475-2881

Setting Mew Standards
The State University's
Top-Rated Residence Halls
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Our townhouse-style residence halls are located on
our beautifully landscaped and wooded campus
Access to the college computer network, including
the library Internet and World Wide Web
Cable TV access, telephone service, modern
laundry facilities, adjacent parking
Microwave oven & refrigerator in every apartment
Main lounge with large screen TV
Residential life staff and public safety officers
available 24 hours a day
Personal code activated entry doors, helping to
make our campus the safestinthe SUNY system

Call 1 8OO SUNY-TECH

for more information
SUNY Institute of Technology at Utica/Rome
PO, Box 3050 • Utica, NY 1 3504-3050
e-mail us at; admissions@sunyit.edu
or visit us at: www.sunyiti.edu
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ARTS & MEDIA
Prodigy present The Dirtchamber Sessions Volume One
by Paul O'Neill
Co - Edito r- In • Ch ief
Liam Howlett, the producer, mind,
beats junky, and all around man behind
Prodigy, gained the American audience

with his band's 1997 release The Fat Of
The Land, containing 'Firestarter' and
'Smack My Bitch Up.' The bridge that
delivered them there was the underground success of their previous Music
For The Jilted Generation, with 'Fire'
and 'Poison,' which made electronic mu-

cials at 14. He progressed into and with
the hip-hop movement
that his then interests
parented. Featured on
the DJ.mix is Kool Keith
(Dr. Octagon) and his
crew the Ultramagnetic
MC's, Barry White, LL
Cool J. Digital Underground (who are currently on tour,) Jane's
Addiction, The Sex Pistols, Public Enemy,
Beastie Boys, and
Herbie Hancock to name
some of the wider, earlier category.
The DJ mix includes eight sets. His
own track 'Poison' flows
through the first, and
friends like Chemical
Brothers have earlier
cuts 'Chemical Beats'
since 1997, Dirtchamber Sessions Vol- and 'Best Part Of (Breaking Up)' pieced
ume One. The set includes a series of together across the first two sets' intros.
Other friends like Meat Beat
friends and teachers that capture his
Manifesto
(Jack Dangers and company,)
thoughts.
Propellerheads,
Primal Scream, Fatboy
Growing up into music, passionSlim,
and
the
inspiration
Coldcut help
ate before.he was old enough to attend
shows, Howlett was big into The Spe- Prodigy solidify the record and make it

sic the temporal object it is outside the
dancehall and into the wahkmans and operating minds of people everywhere. Easing into the DJ syndicate for a moment,
Howlett releases his band's first project

the perfect summer piece for cruising,
clubbing, and being seen. Above that, as
is per the wild taste of Liam Howlett,
after buying and soaking in The
Dirtchamber Sessions, check out some
of the minds that went behind the man
that made the mix.

Sasha + Digweed take on tomorrow in Northern Exposure Volume 3: Expeditions
by Paul O'Neill
Co - Edito r- In - Ch ief

project titled Expeditions courtesy of
INCredible and Sony records. Their
fame has drawn from club shows and reAfter easing their way into the mixing, frequently gracing New York's
Stream of thriving electronic pop tastes club Twilo and pushing the envelope of
with club specials throughout Europe and tomorrow's sound.
England, and being a rare UK duo to be
Sasha and Digweed been releasing
residential in the US, Alexander Coe their studio work since 1996 when they
(Sasha) and John Digweed have brought premiered the Northern Exposure project
overseas their stylized ultimate DJ mix, with material from William Orbit, Future
B volume of their Northern Exposure Sound of London, and Apollo 440.The
second volume followed in
1997, with both East and
West Coast
Editions.
GusGus' 'Purple' was redone by Sasha and The Light
and released last year on a
single from the GusGus album Polydistortion.
Hefty tosses of high
and low frequency charges ,
morphing breakbeat and
drum n' bass sequences into
the music of Breeder's
Tyrantanic' and the Enterprise-bridge-heartstopping
of the statement "Any
crew?" responded by "Negative" serves as a beaut of a

blend into
Stage One's 'Space
Manoeuvres' and others, skipping along
like a soft couch and an eager partner in
a living room. The pace ends with 'Lost
Without You' from Jayn Hanna and a mix
of vocals in a soft, steady break. A washing machine hum fades up until a synthesized cliff-like drop sounds the dawning breeze of Sasha and The Light, with
'Belfunk' and 'Expand The Room," finishing the first disc's set with Mono
Culture's 'Free.' Look out
for fiery cuts surfacing from
Red Devil, Head Honcho,
and Polatstern later on the
second disc.
There manages to be a
very welcome element of
this trend of mix albums,
juggling an artist's influences with production, as the
Chemical Brothers' fall release Brother's Gonna Work
It Out and this week's release
from the Prodigy, The
Dirtchamber Sessions, also
share. That welcome element
in Sasha and John's project
is that most of the work pre-

sented is completely unfamiliar to most
of the record's potential audience. Another way to grow, this is, and the record
is a core recommendation for those who
enjoy new tastes. The reason for this recommendation is simple. The art form is
the strongest we know, and the original
work, through the reworking of Sasha
and Digweed, is an excellent, concurrent
feast that menaces banal club content and
satisfies listeners.

<
•

'
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The Matrix
by Nate Kramer
Chief Movie Critic
"No one can be told what the matrix is. You have to see it for yourself"
Do you ever wonder what your
place in life is? What is your perception
of reality? Many people believe there
are many realities. For example, your
dreams; what if your dreams are but
faded memories of an alternate life or
reality, and the life you know is just a
dream? "One is a dream. The other is
The Matrix."
Neo (Keanu Reeves) is sure of
something there. He can fee! it around
him and is sure of the very life he lives
that there is an ever present force looming just on the edge of his senses. Possibly this elusive thing is The Matrix,
something only heard of in whispers and
rumored about in the underground.
"What is The Matrix"? No one seems to
know, or do they?
Through a strange rum of events
Neo meets Trinity (Carrie-Anne Moss),
a sexy stranger, promising to introduce
him to a man of myth and legend,
Morpheus (Laurence Fishburne).
Morpheus might be able to explain what

The Matrix is, if anyone could, and so
he does. The Matrix rules our lives and
is t-he reality we have come to know. The
Matrix must be destroyed,
and Morpheus believes
that Neo is "The One".
"The One" he has been
searching for; "The One"
that will destroy The Matrix.
For years, much of
our culture has looked into
the idea of alternate realities. The Matrix looks at
one of these possible realities and manages to not
only make it believable,
but shocking. With state
of the art CGI and the best
Hollywood has to offer in
effects, The Matrix
enthralls audiences and
takes you on a thrill ride
into the visual and intellectual minds. Combining
a very scary yet possible
premise with images, effects, and intense action
that takes you to the edge of your seat
and keeps you thinking as well as wanting more, The Matrix is intense.

The Push Kings and Quadrafacet
by Paul O'Neill
Co-Editor-in-Chief

Keanu Reeves and Laurence
Fishburne bring to the screen a presence
so strong you feel as if you have know

these things all along. Backed up by a
veteran supporting cast, with actors like
Joe Pantoliano, Carrie-Anne Moss, and

Hugo Weaving, The Matrix proves to
many that science fiction is a medium
that can work.
With computers such
a big part of our lives, The
Matrix also feeds on our
everyday knowledge, in addition to our vast imagination. With fight scenes using Asian cinematic wire
fighting techniques and cutting edge camera effects,
The Matrix flows with an
intensity that action tans
adore.
Pushing special effects to the edge, and breaking out all the stops. The
Matrix shows you what can
happen when anything is
possible. Rated R, The Matrix uses violent and intense
action scenes not suitable
for all audiences. The language has its colorful metaphors, but other than the violence, it's a fun movie. Just
in time for Spring, The Matrix is a great film worth seeing again and
again.
Rating - A

March 25, 1999 @ The Bug Jar

'Rock n' Roll,' a simple and true stand
on the state of affairs coupled with bowing heel claps and sincere, catchy refrains. Fun grooves went on with 'Sunday,' 'Number Ones,' and 'Feels Good,'
and would have gone simple and well if
not for an overzealous drunk haunted by
flashbacks and childhood trauma that expressed himself through vicious dance.
The wma was disturbing for several reasons, most aptly because of his mindless

Harvard alumni, indy rockers, and
genuine characters, Boston turned San
Francisco locals The Push Kings stopped
in Rochester on their club tour at The Bug
Jar. Opening the show was the local RIT
quintet Quadrafacet, the atmospheric
rock force of the Rochester scene that
mixes what has proven to be good music
by function and practice with personal
experimentation style. The band has two
main structural enhancements that create this atmospheric rock title and account for the instrumental experimentation. At their show with The Push Kings,
voice was delayed and deepened with
synthesizers and tone modulations that
created the spacey feeling that their music is often categorized as possessing.
Another contributing piece of the spacey
feel was a relaxing violin with similar
effects that joined the solid four rock elements to make a vibrant, calm hybrid
of rocking and ballad-type drifting. The
five seniors are currently deciding where
to call home for next year and where to
next develop their sound.
Returning to the club after a meal
at the Open Door Mission, The Push
Kings strolled in to see Quadrafacet.
They saw the timid but alert mood set by
Quadrafacet's act and happily tookstage. vomit of feeling. The fact that the guy
They busted into their lovable pop with "performed" for alruost the entire set be-

tween the stage and the crowd tapped out
the humor of being sudden and short.
Imagine watching someone have a heart
attack and try to be deep, hip, or something at the same time. Such was our
friend.
The Push Kings encouraged him
at first, then ignored him while he would
occassionally pause and seem to try and
stop his head from spinning. Both sides
of the violent divide, audience and band,
loved the time for all
its good and bad, and
rocking along with
'Starlite,' 'Raincoat,'
and 'Jenny G' made
them go straight to the
heart.
To see a selfmanaged, righteously
funky band driving
into our frigid Rochester March evening
weather with satisfaction in their eyes and
kindness in their
words, it is a shame
that The Bug Jar,
which has all the best
independent music to
stop in the city, has to
only admit a 21 and
over crowd. Many
fans just shy of 21 had to forfeit their
chance to see The Push Kings, a rare

show at a rare time in their career.
While talking to the band after the
show, I was truely surprised by the direction and interest of their music. A sampler is now part of their act, qued to three
or four of the songs, being a Christmas
gift that was actually exactly what they
wanted. Their current home in San
Fransisco has kept their own indy rock
scene and thrown it in the soup of
electronica, seeing, many acts that would
not pass through Boston for fear of rock
crowds. These acts include Air and
Fatboy Slim, two experiences in
electronica that The Push Kings are logging and rooting from. They are currently
collecting demos for their new work due
later in the year, which will certainly
bubble some of their developing sampling and looping skills.
Also discussed was a brief synopsis of indy rock politics, from Modest
Mouse, and their near fame clipped by a
rape allegation that has defected much
of their audience, to The Happy Mondays, with the birth of Black Grape, re- ,
turn of The Mondays, the merit of their I
steps, and the results of the drugs The ]
Mondays were famous for. What The
Push Kings know in facts and in feeling
prove they will go in the right direction
and ride their style into a solid plot of
success. They're the nicest guys you
could ever meet, and they have a great
time keeping it going on stage.

J
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ARTS & MEDIA

N

APLES, NY - The RMSC
Cumming Nature Center
continues its tradition of
giving local artists the opportunity to
show their work with an exciting exhibit
opening on Wednesday, April 21, which

features watercolors by local painter
Marjorie DiSalvio.
Stroll through Canyons and
Counterparts in the Hurst Gallery, and
enjoy stunning images of and Arizona,
New Mexico and Utah landscapes Jux-

The Story of "Afro-Rochester" Comes to

taposed against the textures and contours
of our own Finger Lakes region.
The Nature Center is open
Wednesdays through Sundays, 9am 5pm; admission is $4 for adults, $1.50
for children (K-12) and RMSC Members

and preschoolers are free. Entry into the
exhibit is free with Nature Center admission. For more information, call (716)
374-6160.
The Rochester Museum & Science Center
receives major funding from Monroe County.

ATTENTION POETS!!!!

April is National Poetry Month.!!!!!
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WHAT: A poetry marathon (lasting about 6 hours)
WHERE: North Atrium, Building 12.
WHEN: Tuesday, April 27th
photo credit: Scott Loiucono

Life at the RMSC Gannett
School of Science & Man

To celebrate National Poetry
Month, the English Department
and students have joined together to plan this event. The
purpose of this marathon—the
his spring, the RMSC Gannett School of Science & Man is offering
theme being "Poetry Matters"—
a very special course on African-American heritage. Join Anna
is
to brftig the entire MCC
Rodriguez and renowned storyteller Dr. David Anderson on six
community together (both
Wednesday evenings for "The Afro-Rochester Story for Citizen and Tourist." The
faculty and students) to increase
course includes field trips to historic sites in Rochester. The instructors will also
utilize oral history narratives, photography and maps to provide a portrait of the
their awareness of the true
small, self-contained pre- 1960s community dubbed "Afro-Rochester." The course
power, passion, and creativity in
is six Wednesdays, (March 3 1 -May 5) from 6 to 8:30pm. Enrollment is $45 per
poetry,
to heighten their respect
person. RMSC Members receive a $5 discount on all Gannett School courses. For
and appreciation for this type of
a free course catalog, or more information call the Gannett School office at (716)271art, and to challenge all to reach
4552, x342.
into their own creativity and
The Rochester Museum & Science Center receives majorfunding, from Mon- discover what true talents they
roe County.
all have. There will be an "open

T

microphone," and we invite all
students and faculty to participate, either by reading one of
their own poems or someone
else's, or by simply stopping by
to listen. If given the chance,
this event should leave everyone
with a deeper appreciation and
respect for poetry, and possibly a
deeper insight into their own
creativity.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Kathy O'Shea (English/Philosophy Dept.).... 292-2027
Frank Palermo
482-2919
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LONDON TROUPE
PRESENTS
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TWO CLASSIC
PLAYS
AT NAZARETH
COLLEGE ARTS
CENTER
Aquila Theatre Company of London will present two classic plays in the
Arthur J. and Marie M. Callahan Theatre of the Nazareth College Arts Center. Homer's "The Odyssey" will be
staged on Friday, April 9 at 8 p.m. followed by'Shakespeare's "The Comedy
of Errors" the next evening on Saturday,
April I Oat 8 p.m. Tickets for these innovative theatrical performances are $25.
Aquila, a transatlantic touring
company specializing in modern productions of Greek and Shakespearean drama,
has an international reputation as one of
the foremost producers of touring classical theater. Half the company members
are drawn from the Royal Shakespeare
Company and the National Theatre in
Britain. The other half are classically
trained American actors.
Aquila annually tours with two
plays that have important thematic links.
The plays are meant to cross-reference
one another. The productions are designed as a unit, and the company recommends that theatergoers attend both
plays.
For the Arts Center performance,
both Homer's immortal "Odyssey" and
Shakespeare's "The Comedy of Errors"
deal with shipwrecks, separation and disguise. Nazareth Collage.

The "Odyssey" features tumultuous storms, exotic far-flung lands, dangerous and despicable creatures, alluring
temptations, powerful and unpredictable
gods and one man against the elements.

"The Comedy of Errors", one of
Shakespeare's most vibrant and sparkling
comedies, abounds with tales of mistaken
identity, assumed personae, and hilarious
machinations. The London Times lauded
Aquita's contemporary, colorful and creative version as "hugely enjoyable and
very, very funny."
The company has traveled
throughout Europe, the United States and
Canada, and received awards from the
Greek and British governments for its
expert renditions of classical Greek
drama.
The Philadelphia Inquirer has described Aquila as "an ensemble of firstrate highly expressive actors"-. The Austin Chronicle advised "You may never
see these plays done with more urgency
and style."
This Nazareth College Arts Center will present free, pre-performance
workshops by the Aquila Theatre Company and Eva Stapleton of the Aesthetic
Education Institute prior to the Friday and
Saturday shows at 7 p.m. The workshops
will be held in Room A- 14 in the lobby
of-the Arts Center and last approximately
40 minutes.
The Company will also offer two
participatory master classes that will last
approximately 90 minutes. The first master class that involves the use of the mask
in drama will be held on Thursday, April
8 at 7 p.m. at the Nazareth College Arts
Center. A second master class that examines the presentation of comedy in the
works of Shakespeare will be held at the
Arts Center on Saturday, April 10 at - I
p.m. The master
classes are free and open to the
public, but they do require advance registration. For further information and to
register, call 389-2170.
Tickets for "The Odyssey" on April
9 and "The Comedy of Errors" on April
10 are $25 and are available at the
Nazareth College Arts Center Box Office, 11 a.m. - 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday. Charge orders are accepted at
(716) 389-2170, or mail orders to:
Nazareth College Arts Center, 4245 East
Avenue, Rochester, New York, 146183790. Group rates are available to 10 or
more.

by Imecca,
Arts & Media Columnist

9,000 miles we were brought with our brains in chains,
Taught to change our ways,
Went from "naps" to "waves", unnaturally.
What the hell are "naps" anyway?
Tight curls.
We were brought to the land of the already here so-called
" Red Man",
Not the mcee,
Though we've become mcees.
Displaying our disatisfaction over musical drums, send
ing signals of war chants.
Went from crowns and gowns to caps and baggy pants.
What's going on?
Living on land where lays
the bones of my ancestors,
sacred land, sacred ground,
holy, now tampered with.
The world is bound to pay
for it's mistakes, The
Mother will see to it!
360 degrees
Light and dark, Black or
white magick. Wizards or warlords. Queens or harlets
Choose.
Who are you?
What are you?
Are these only identities? How do you identify yourself'.'
Righteous? Do you walk the path?
Do you live Tao?
Does your home exhibit good Feng Shui?
Are you afraid of thee Tarot? Why?
Centuries of knowledge unused, destroyed, buried or hid
den.
Why?
The Crusades...Missionaries....What was the
mission?...What is yours?
Do you know where you're going to?
Do you understand what I'm showing you?
Do you know?

I WUMit
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Not always are the actions we do
Those that we meant to be seen.
Not always are the thoughts we
have

It's time to let you know
Exac'tly how I feel.
Through all our ups and downs
My feelings have always been real.
Through time we have been to
gether
Though we haven't always gotten
along.
And when I've been down and blue
It's you and your love that have
kept me strong.
Not always are the words we say
Those that we actually mean.

Those that we wish to share.
But through it all we come back
To the feelings that show we care.
No matter what we go through
This you must know is true.
This phrase you must remember
I Love You.
by P. Ajiuilera
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Baseball
Team
Unity

TEDDI
3 ON 3 BASKETBALLTOURNAMENT
SAT., JULY 10 & SUN., JULY 11,1999- MCC CAMPUS

by David Mongcau,
Slat) writer

""We played great baseball. It was a good
learning weekend," said coach Skip Bailey.
During the weekend of march 26-28, the Tribunes mens Baseball team played 4 games against
Dundalk down in Baltimore. They wound up 2-2,
winning 13-4 and 15-3, and lost 8-4 and 5-4.
The team is now 9-7-1, and could easily have
had 3 or 4 more wins had some of their 1 run loses
gone the other way.
Many of the first year players are playing in
new positions, especially in the infield. The team
had only one returning infielder this year, so some
growing pains are to be expected. But even though
there are only 8 players left from last years successful club, "Our team unity is much stronger,"
stated pitcher Pete Seldon from Holly NY.
Pete was drafted by the Cubs in 1997, but
came to MCC to hone his skills. He was drafted by
the Marlins in '98, and is in their Draft and Follow
program. A team claims the rights to a player in
school and follows their progress. Pete expects to
continue his college career at West Virginia next
year..
Another returning player who has praise for
this years team is catcher Ross Clay from South
Seneca. "We've had a rough spring, but our pitching looks excellent. We've got great team chemistry."
Neither players could point out any single
player who acts as the team motivater. Sean Jones
and Clacey are the team captains, but the whole
team motivates each other, and all the sophomores
act as team leaders.
After games against CCFL and the home
opener vs. Mohawk on Sat. 4/3, the team next plays
at home vs. Broone CC on Tuesday 4/6, and against
Fulton Montgomery Wed. 4/7. They then go to down
state for four games, and home again vs. Alfred
Tuesday 4/13, and against Genessee Community
College, Thursday, 4/15.
Some Stats: (through 13 games)
# player BA ab h r hr
ISNeri .470 17 8 5 0
16Shust .370 27 10 8 0
lONegron .370 32 12 10 0
2Ilardo .350 40 14 111
(6 other players over .300)
Team batting average: .315

.•'or more information call

624-5555

HERE'S YOUR OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM
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MD Sportsline: 292-2540

Ides of March Tournament
By Joseph Rizzo
Staff Writer

This past Friday, on March 26th,
MCC held its first ever Ides of March
Volleyball tournament to benefit the
Camp Good Days and Special Times
penny drive. The 18 teams that entered
the tournament consisted of the clubs
and organizations of MCC including
the Student Senate, WMCC, and the
International Students Association and
even our beloved newspaper The
Monroe Doctrine. (Go MD!!!!!)
Each team contributed $12 to
participate in the event which brought
together a wide variety of athletes.
Many of the participants were focusing on having a good time and others
were trying to see how hard they could
hit the ball. Some players were prac-

ticing, their spikes, while others were trying to keep the ball on the court.
However the diversity among the
participants brought a feeling of accomplishment to the event. Josh Nielson is
with the Student Center of Athletics and
helped organize the event. While the focus of the tournament was on raising
money Nielson also saw it as a chance
for the clubs and organizations of MCC
to get together: "All aspects of the college, including student organizations and
faculty, have been represented." he said.
Although it may be hard to believe,
(NOT!!!) the first place trophy went to
the Hogan team which were there that
night representing MCC's Volleyball
Team. The second place trophy went to
the Computer Networking Team, whose
organization is located in building 12.
The only flaw in the evening was

the fact that the tournament didn't actually take place on the Ides of March.
This was a small and minor flaw
though when compared with the fact
that the event brought a feeling of
unity and diversity to MCC.

Photo Credit: Surah Gr:\»

Attention Physical Education Students

I

t is the intent of the program to prepare indi
viduals in the area of lifetime fitness, and to
provide the educational and experimental background necessary for the graduates to become ACSM
(American College of Sport Medicine) certified in the
designated categorie of exercise leader.

* Physical Fitness Technology!
!
CERTIFICATE
!

The 30 credit hours which are required for this certificate can be applied toward the Liberal Arts and Sciences General Studies degree (LA04).

If it is your desire to
learn about a lifetime of
physical education then
this program may be for
you!!!

PTF
PTF
PTF
PTF
PPE
PPE
BIO

100
135
243
275
208
240
134

Principles of Conditioning
3cr.
Fitness & Exercise leadership 3cr.
Fitness Testing & Measurement 3cr.
Fitness Assesment& planning 6cr.
Sports Psychology
3cr.
Physical Studies 1
3cr.
Human Anatomy
3cr.
24 cr.

Humanities:
SPT 101 Public Speaking
ENG 101 College Composition
total

3cr.
3cr.
30cr.

Contact Dr. Elizabeth
Kelly, Department of
Physical Education,
292-2840 or 292-2854

